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W e all love conveniences. We -all love little things that make our lives that much 
easier, so we can be that much lazier. 
We love these so much, that the good 
ideas for saving time have become 
crutches for society, and now 
we want to go back to the 
old days. 
Case in point, bank merg-
ers. The new banks are mov-
ing towards more and more 
telephone menu systems and 
away from human interac-
tion, and people are livid. Are 
we becoming numbers that 
·no one wants to talk to? 
People are complaining that 
banks just want our money 
and don't care about individ-
uals. Yet, who could possibly survive 
without going to an impersonal ATM 
without a person anywhere near it? Are 
people really interested in carrying 
around $400 in cash to go to the bar, 
or are they willing to talk to a machine 
rather than waiting in line to talk to a 
human? I doubt that few, if any, people 
would. 
It has become very apparent that 
people would rather use a crutch like 
technology than interact with one 
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another. The answering machine, for 
example, was invented to let people 
take messages from other people. 
Important calls. Now, it has become 
something so that people don't have to 
talk to one another if they don't want. 
When the phone rings and you don't 
want to answer it, don't worry the 
machine will pick up. You don't have to 
talk to people. 
Along with this goes the Caller 10 
service from BC Tel. Now, people can 
look at a little box before answering the 
phone. What began as a way to filter 
out calls during dinner or to get rid of 
phone salespeople, has now become a 
way of not answering if you don't like 
the person who's calling. 
Even worse than the numerous 
phone systems to keep people from 
communicating is the invention of 
email. Now that virtually everyone has 
a PC. there is a method where you can 
send typed-out, impersonal messages to 
people, thus bypassing even calling 
their answering machine. Hand in hand 
with email goes the Internet. Originally 
designed by the American military dur-
ing the cold war to keep in touch with 
communications stations in the event 
of bombing; it has now become a place 
where people can meet one another and 
fall in love and get married, 
all without ever meeting or 
talking to one another. 
Even after this article is 
written, people will proba-
bly email their friends at 
Douglas (whom they could 
talk to every day in person 
at the college) saying how 
wrong I am, and what an 
asshole I am for even 
bringing up the subject. 
Our society has become 
such that no one wants to 
talk to anyone else. And people keep 
asking why things keep getting worse 
and worse. Why do we keep sliding 
further and further into the bottomles 
pit of hell? Perhaps it's because we are 
all so damn lazy that we'll go to any 
and all costs to avoid one another. 
Can't we all just get along? No, becaus 
that would require face to face contact 
and perhaps even talking. 
pecial General Meeting-Finally 
IM CHUBOYKO The SGM will be one of ~cEvoy's ..--.--.-f-. ---
0 
... -----, 
last official acts as DCSS ~restdent. He Sign I ICant ates 
hands .the rem~ of the Soctety over to Au ust 6-DCSS Special is upon us. August 6, I 998. That is date that the I998 Douglas College 
Society Annual General 
M .... r,ru:r (AGM) will finally occur. To 
clear, it is the Special General 
•n~·'-'-"'" (SGM) because, according to 
president Jaimie McEvoy, the 
must occur in the spring for it 
technically be the AGM. 
The AGM, or in this case the SGM, 
an important event for students to 
What happens at the meeting 
determine both the minutiae of the 
DPt~at:torls of the-'§'tudent society for 
upcoming year, or how much 
a particular DCSS-funded pro-
will receive. 
So, what will happen at this year's 
"It is important to get our audit 
and to get back on-line finan-
says McEvoy. It has been a 
year for the DCSS, with the 
theft of thousands of dollars 
former treasurer Rhonda Lussier, 
the painstaking audits that needed 
be completed following the discov-
of the embezzlement. 
Also on the table will be a few ini-
atives to make it easier for candidates 
campaign, and a motion to create a 
fine arts fee, says McEvoy. 
But there is a further problem with 
late date: quorum. 
"We need 7 5 people; we don't know 
we're going to get it;' said McEvoy. 
quorum levels are pro-rated to 
for low college attendance in 
summertime, but it is still enough 
a worry to make people wonder. 
quorum, the meeting, a long 
in coming, will account for noth-
incommg pres1dent, Dave Seaweed, on g l M . 
S b I Genera eetmg eptem er . . 
However, Athletic Rep. Kelli Semple Also, 53rd anmversary 
doesn't think the SGM should be con- of the Hiroshima explo-
sidered a legitimate meeting. "They're 
trying to change policies before they 
leave office-it's brutal;' says Semple. 
What also angers Semple, among 
others, is that only the students cur-
rently attending school in the low-key 
summer semester are allowed to vote at 
the meeting. "It is totally unfair. We 
only have one of three campuses run-
ning, a campus operating at about a 
quarter of its capacity;' says Semple. 
Semple also believes that the campus 
SlOn 
September I -DCSS . 
President M cEvoy to 
vacate seat for incoming 
Pres. D ave Seaweed 
Also, 59 th anniversary 
of the German invasion of 
Poland 
Coincidence? 
representative 
positions for the 
David Lam cam-
pus and the 
Thomas Haney 
Centre may be 
jeopardized at 
the SGM, some-
thing that would-
n't matter to stu-
dents or reps 
who only attend 
the New 
Westminster 
campus. 
10% OFF 
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50-8th Street, 
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He was wading through a lake of blood and entrails, a rack of lamb slung across 
his shoulders. The lamb's ribs, 
previously inside the lamb, were 
squeaking against his rubber 
.overalls. 
The noise was mildly disconcert-
ing but nowhere as disturbing as 
the sheep in the other room, obliv-
ious to their fate, bleating comfort-
ing sounds to each other. This was 
a summer job alright, getting 
money to pay for school for anoth-
er year, a truly dehumanizing task. 
He supposed someone had to do 
this. 
It suddenl;r occurred to the 
slinger of meaty carcasses that 
what he really wanted to do was 
write. 
Advert 
'Too bad; he thought to himself, 
'there wasn't some way of earning 
money for school doing just that. 
'It's not like I'm a great writer: 
Someday, he supposed, he could be. 
Until then he needed to practice. 
Too bad he didn't know about the 
Other Press. They desperately 
needed writers (evidence the tiny 
state of their latest issue), and they 
had a small staff dedicated to 
moulding new writers into self-
confident journalists ... where one 
style of writing can be taught, 
. D on't let this summer JO 
happen to you. Prepare for 
next summer by volunteering 
at the Other Press now. So next 
other styles will follow. The Other 
Press could have helped him become 
an award winning, critically 
acclaimed writer, like Terry Glavin. 
Sigh. 
Instead, our butcher will spend his 
summer in a gamy concrete bunker 
packaging pork chops and osso 
bucco. He could have been outside, 
chasing down stories, developing an 
educated opinion, getting 
published, learning how to put out 
a magazine, and just generally 
summer you1l have the 
experience you need, having 
worked with desktop publishing 
programs like: 
You can get all this from 
,\1/ 
the -~, QuarkXPress and PageMaker & 
graphic programs like: 
PhotoShop and Illustrator. 
AU handy skills to get you off the killing 
floor and into a non-bloody office. 
tlfl{e~ Press 
plus what you voluntee 
iving for the easy life Los! year's Olher Press Produclion Coordinolor shores her experience in London 
USANNA KONG 
t's day IV as PA to KA, Partner for 
Franklin & Andrews, an 
international property and 
• :on,suucuo•n Consultancy firm. So far I 
avoided detection as a qualified 
and am left to type up letters 
charts, answer phones and make 
But for £7.50 per hour (that's 
$18 an hour at current exchange 
I can handle it. Of course it 
I have to nm around in fancy 
clothes (nothing casual and laid 
here-dressing down is not 
a jacket and rolling your 
up). Luckily, I knew the dress 
(another long story for a rainy 
and brought along my Value 
wardrobe!! Yesirree folks. I'm 
-.. ~~~M·~I" sitting here in a long black 
polyester skirt, electric blue 
Dolvt:~·Lt:L shirt and blue/yellow stripy 
Only recent addition is a pair of 
& Spencer's alligator leather 
(flat). My attempt at classy 
roo1rwe.ar (i.e. heels) was slowly 
me. So much 
to squeeze 
feet into shoes 
are a half size 
small (big foot 
a 10 I/2 on a 
day). 
Can hardly believe 
been two years 
I was last here, 
this time it's just for the summer. 
ha. That's what I said last time and 
happened? Eighteen months later 
was packing my bags. Of course, this 
time everything is falling 
into place. It took a 
week to find a room in a 
flat (translation: apart-
ment) in South London 
(SE23-near Dulwich 
for those of you inter-
ested) with two Scottish 
guys (traffic engineers). 
Likewise, six days after I 
rolled into Heathrow I 
was sitting in a con-
struction site office as 
"site secretary" in The 
Our Head Office is located in Sea Containers House.20 Upper Ground, 
London SEl 9l.Z, situated on the South Bank of the Thame• near Blacl.inars Bridge. 
convenient for Central London. 
/ 
City (EC2--Moorgate, the Barbican, 
London Wall, etc.). Funniest thing was 
the secretary I was replacing was a 
Canadian .. .from Vancouver! What a co-
inky-dink. 
Well, looks as if I'll be back here 
next week too, although I don't really 
see the need foi: it as today I've typed 
one letter, made several phone calls and 
drunk too much coffee. Hence this 
rambling piece. All in all, if you can 
type at least SOwpm and can look and 
act the part, the office jobs are here. 
There are also jobs as carers, 
nannies and pub workers 
whi~h can provide room 
and/ or board. Only catch is 
the visa. For students that's 
no prob. Nor for those with 
English born parents or 
grandparents or with an EC 
passport. There's also the 
possibility of working for 
cash-in-hand (i.e. under the 
table). And, if you're not 
too fussy, there are traveller 
hostels with shared rooms and also 
traveller houses (read Kiwi/Oz), bed-
sits (bedrooms in homes) and so on. 
There are booking agencies at all the 
main tube/ train stations as well as at 
the airports so it's not essential to 
book ahead. You can also use your 
bank cards (known here as cashpoint 
cards) in England as well as across the 
rest of Europe. Depends on how well-
prepared you like to be and how many 
countric~ you're planning on hitting. 
Personally. I don't bother with trav-
eller's cheques anymore (i n Europe); 
cash (USD, OM, £-forget the funny 
money aka $Cdn ), bank cards and 
credit cards work for me. You can't 
even get some currencies outside the 
former eastern bloc Countries. 
However, a warning. If you think you'll 
need to open a bank account, bring a 
letter of introduction from your bank 
manager! Otherwise you'll start doubt-
ing your own innocence and wonder if 
there's a warrant out for your arrest for 
corporate fraud. 
Anyhow, work day is crawling to an 
end. Must prepare to abandon sh1p. 
OPinion 
What the catalogue doesn't te\\ you 
Accounting 
A class so inane and dull that many 
people with previous careers as 
undertakers take this class to help them 
mellow out. Topics include; Numbers, 
numbers with ~ros, adding numbers, 
subtracting numbers, numbers with 2 
in them, and numbers. Not 
recommended for those with slow 
firing brains as coma may ensue. 
Prerequisites: Must have Boredom 
120 
by [step-h-en-E-. C-o....,li I 
Athletics 
• Running, jumping, throwing a ball. 
Good. The class uses very small words. 
It is fun. You can play. You can run. 
Run run run. You can jump. Jump 
jump jump. You can scratch your jock. 
Scratch scratch scratch. 
Prerequisites: Recommended (loose-
ly) that enrolled students can spell their 
name and breathe on their own. For 
200 level classes, students must not 
drag knuckles on ground while walk-
ing. 300 level students must conquer 
drooling. 
is not afraid to tackle the 
of life, such as sitting still 
finding new ways to keep yourself 
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awake. This course costs more because 
of the lab where you will spend many 
hours learning pertinent biology type 
stuff from a cassette tape, and will 
learn many life skills, such as pushing 
the "stop" button and flipping the tape 
over. 
Prerequisites: Strong fingers for put-
ting tapes in drive. 
Business Ethics 
Quaintly called the oxymoron class. 
Offered to suit those who cannot let 
their dream die of opening the world's 
first Spaghetti-0 Museum, but wh~ 
aren't fiscally responsible enough to 
keep a goldfish alive. Also gives insights 
on how to anally rape the guy up the 
totem pole from you to make a profit, 
how to employ slaves, and how to suck 
off government officials to get grants 
tastefully. 
Prerequisites: Must have Delusion 
320 and Social Lubrication (KY ver-
sion) 169 
Career Management 
A small credit course that involves you 
in making decisions about your future 
profession. Allows you to take many 
exams and tests to find out you are 
qualified to be a career management 
counsellor. (Caution! Suicide rate 
extremely high. Take with caution.) 
Prerequisites: High pain threshold. 
Computing Science 
A class for all those who think they 
know everything about computers. 
Course includes working iq low ight 
conditions and dealing with the social 
implications of being a pasty wh,ite, 
acne-ridden loser. 
Prerequisites: Must supply own IV 
bag of Jolt cola and have working 
knowledge of the Klingon language. 
Previous Dungeons and Dragons expe-
rience a plus. 
Criminology 
A class showing how to get around the 
legal system when you've committed a 
crime. Shows the ins and outs of the 
law. A must for those enrolled in the 
Crime major program. Also functions 
as a launching point for lawyers . 
Prerequisites: Four counts of grand 
theft auto, or one count murder in the 
first or second degree. 
Ebonies (coming soon) 
G'money 'n' homeys break to some fly 
shit down in da hood with MC Zub-
Zub. Sittin' in wit da honeys gettin' life 
shit from da teach in da hucci cucci 
momma suit. Pasin' grade is "C" for 
Chillin'. S'up the 41 I with doggy style 
voodoo crapper, widdely widdely wack! 
Prerequisites.: Must supply own 
pager and pants tw~l ve sizes too large. 
Bursaries for gold chains available. 
course which will show you real life 
• d+'f-''m •. <>u•Ju-> of how to draw curves 
eudo science by having its own 
_...~.,,~~1,~ of gibberish rather than using 
English words. Delves into 
entire countries can fall into 
· ction when one can of Cream of 
nd.,l<C•uu•u soup goes up by I2.3 cents. 
Prerequisites: Must possess ability 
hold in laughter"'and be prepared to 
common sense out the window. 
course focuses on making things 
Even if you do not see where DH 
. ~w·r<>rlr<> was having a conniption fit 
his pet alligator when he used 
three words in a sentence, 
will learn how to make 
of it, and it will be nothing like 
described here. 
Prerequisites: None. Expect to have 
your hopes trashed. 
Geology 
A weeding out course. A course 
offered to get rid of those with less 
than standard IQs because who in 
their right mind would sign up for a 
course to learn about rocks. Topics. 
include: Yellow rocks. Pretty rocks. 
Black rocks. And a twenty page term 
paper on: "Grey Rocks: UsefUl or 
Antichrist incarnate?" 
Prerequisites: Low self-esteem 
Nutrition Studies 
Course includes overview of how to 
eat. Term paper on how many 
McDonald's burgers one person would 
have to eat to keep a trim figure like 
things up. Focuses on ' John Candy. Other topics include 
great authors so you can ~ry and the ever evil presence of 
out and become a pasta salad and its role in society. 
..... .,.,·.v..,.,, arrogant slob Prerequisites: Must be able 
social gatherings by ........ - to find mouth with fork. 
you have $ 
read and 
Prerequisites: Ability to first pull 
into lungs, then push it out. 
un Class (coming soon) 
miscellaneous class that can involve 
ing that sounds remotely fun. 
class embodies all the knowledge 
you want to learn, and doesn't 
any boring content. However, 
the time the class is actually 
the teacher and program 
will have sucked all the fun out 
Philosophy 
Allows you to think for hours on end 
about things no other human being 
would think about (because they're too 
dull) and come to no specific 
conclusion. Also works to enhance 
social skills by fighting with other 
people just like you about things 
neither one of you have any idea 
about. In three way tie for world's 
most useless degree. 
Prerequisites: Must have no indi-
vidual thought patterns. 
Political Science 
Focuses on the world of politics 
(poly-many tics-bloo~ sucking 
parasites). Other chapters of study are: 
Bribes, screwing the little guy and how 
to fight your way out of a scandal. 
The new American section studies 
'Denying everything while keeping a 
straight face: Tied for world's most 
useless degree. 
Prerequisites: Must have Sexual 
Affair 400 and Spin Doctoring 30 
Print Futures 
A pseudo journalism course that 
provides the basic skills to write in 
widely published magazines like Musk 
Ox Q;tarttrly or Shoelaces of the Orient Bi-
Monthly or the Other Press . 
Prerequisites: Must have Incorrect 
Grammar 23 I. and Spll Chkr I 00 
Psychology 
Provides a basis for learning the 
medical justification for all those 
illnesses you think you have. Stands in 
the three way tie for world's most 
useless degree. 
Prerequisites: Hypochondria 
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SLBprogram 
Eve-Renee Leblanc, Marie-Eve Mainville and Patricia Blackburn pose 
for the camera in the concourse 
MICHAEL PIERRE 
T he Summer Language Bursary program is part of the English as 
a Second Language program 
offered at Douglas College. 
This particular program 
consists of a mix of different 
people, all of whom wish to 
learn English. This mix 
includes mainly French 
Canadian students, Taiwanese 
students, Korean students 
and fapanese students, from 
either their respective 
countries or from the local 
community. The French 
Canadian students get half of 
their tuition paid by the 
government, but the other 
students who join the 
program must pay the full 
amount. 
I was lucky enough to 
work with some of these stu-
dents as what is called a 
monitor, which is basically 
someone who 'monitors' the 
students, to keep them speak-
ing in English and to offer 
activities, etc. I did a newspa-
per workshop, and through 
this workshop the students 
created articles for you, the 
Douglas College community, 
to read. Unfortunately, some 
of these articles may already 
be outdated, as the students 
left about a month ago and 
the Other Press only comes 
out once a month in the 
summer. We hope you enjoy 
what we have to offer you all 
with our variety of articles, 
stories and just our own 
thing. 
T.L.L.:.JW.>.A>n. VIGNEAULT & 
0 
BERGER 
ur first experience in British 
Columbia was the 
rain ... and, unfortunately, 
t lasted for five days! However, 
experienced many other things, 
uch as a visit to Whistler, a tour 
Victoria, a lot of mistakes with 
bus schedules and an 
ncounter with the police in east 
town! Besides that, our 
rpose in coming to New 
inster was to increase our 
skills, which was a big 
enge for many of us. It's 
ing how this language can be 
to learn: the worst of all 
the verb tenses. So, after a 
- . 
lot of effort, we are 
finally improving our 
English and that's 
because of the classes, 
but also because of our 
homestay families and 
friends who are patient 
and helpful, correcting 
us to make us realize 
our mistakes. This 
newspaper is the proof 
of our improvements. It 
shows that different 
ethnicities can work as a 
team to build up this 
newspaper. Hopefully, 
you will enjoy it!!! (You 
better too!) Melissa and Mathieu psyched and ready for action. 
aved by the dunk tank machine 
ou dream of submerging your 
teacher in the water? Oh! Bad 
guy you are! But do you know 
A short time ago someone had 
fun to see their friend being thrown 
a small icy pool. I can hear you; 
are wondering who are those cruel 
I'm still hearing Mike's laugh 
Hiroshi was plunged in the cold 
Okay, I'll be sincere with you, 
less frenetic than me will 
ri .. •·cromri that I'm talking about the 
tank. Yes! You know the famous 
that created a mess at the last 
College barbecue. 
"Watch out!" I said to myself when 
that a barbecue party was 
for the next Friday. "Again one 
those organized evenings," I 
t. Furthermore, the advertise-
nt said that we had to wear colour 
according to our team. "Wow 
what a kitsch rainbow we will look!" I 
said to myself. Already I imagined 
myselL.. I will be direct with you, I 
didn't enjoy the idea of wearing a 
banana suit .... 
But I was wrong. It was so funny to 
see all those people trying to put on 
the most colour that they could! Make-
up, shiny stickers, painted nails, colour-
ful hair, there were no limits to the 
game. Well, I have to confess, it was so 
beautiful to see ill those colours. 
But wait a second! I'm not writing 
this article with the goal of describing 
the clothes that everybody was getting 
into! I want to draw your attention to a 
game that was very famous that 
evening: the dunk tank. 
Perhaps, like it was for me, this is 
your first introduction to this attrac-
tion. So let me explain it. A dunk tank 
consists of throwing three balls at a 
target to submerge someone in a pool. 
If one of your balls hits the target, the 
person who is standing on the platform 
falls down into the water. According to 
Sophie, one of the poor casualties: 
"Sometimes it takes so much time 
[before the target is hit J that the victim 
gets blue feet and fingers!" 
Anyway, the dunk tank made the 
barbecue party a success. Getting the 
most points possible were some people 
who weren't shy about getting into the 
freezing pool more than one time. 
Jonathan was not only the first one to 
break the ice, but he was also the most 
masochistic. ... And concerning the 
dance that was supposed to follow the 
barbecue, I think that I don't have to 
say anything. Trying to dance to music 
that comes from speakers the size of an 
apple is just good for "Gramma par-
ties!" So, yes we can say that the barbe-
cue was successful. Seeing our friends 
and monitors suffer had several of us 
laughing. 
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Restaurants at 
Commercial Drive 
HIROMI MUIRA 
S o, you are planning the next date with your girl/boyfriend, or planning a birthday party for 
your relative or friend? And you have 
no idea where you should go? You have 
already been to downtown more than 
ten times .... Although you love 
downtown very much, you would like 
to taste another atmosphere. 
Now, there is a street which runs 
northward fro;;; Broadway Sky Train 
station, which is called Commercial 
Drive. 
Commercial Drive is well-known for 
its exotic atmosphere. There are a lot 
of ethnic restaurants-Italian, Spanish, 
Russian, Greek and so on. Especially, 
you can find many Italian restaurants 
and good coffee shops, or see several 
shop signs written in Italian. 
While we can follow the latest 
trends in clothes, music, movies and 
foods while down-
town; we can also 
enjoy the unique 
atmosphere on 
Commercial Drive. 
La Rocca-
Ristorante Italiano 
(1565 Commercial 
Dr.) 
This is a casual, 
informal Italian 
restaurant. You can 
enjoy a taste of Italy, 
and live music (Fri-Sat ). They have 
"Lunch & Dinner Specials" seven days 
a week. Go with your friends! 
Arriva-ristorante (1537 Commercial 
Dr.) 
This is a formal Italian restaurant. You 
can enjoy good Italian dishes with 
good wine in the nice inside dining 
room, and in summer, you can also 
enjoy the outside patio. You can feel 
rich atmosphere here; however, the 
charge is reasonable. It is for your 
special date! 
Cafe du Solei! (1393 Commercial Dr.) 
This is a vegetarian cuisine restaurant. 
It's open seven days a week. They 
prepare special sandwiches and other 
dishes for vegetarians. Even if you are 
not a vegetarian, you can enjoy their 
healthy dishes. 
Latin Quarter (I 305 Commercial Dr 
This is a casual restaurant. You can 
enjoy all kinds of Spanish & Latin 
American foods, and live music. They 
hold special live music shows. Go with 
your family! 
Caffe Rome (1510 Commercial Dr.) 
This is a big coffee shop, so you can 
find it easily. You can enjoy 
cappuccino, espresso, pizza and Italian 
ice cream. You can eat in, and also 
out. 
Buon Appettito! 
The Masks, 
Humanity's Mirror 
PATRICIA BLACKBURN 
I f museums are not your cup of tea, the exhibition "Masks of the Northwest Coast" at the Vancouver 
Art Gallery will change your 
mind. This exhibition teaches 
about the First Nations of 
Pacific Northwest Coast 
If so, we have an idea for 
You should go see the movie the 
Whisperer. 
album, Codzilla, is the sound track 
the film Codzilla, and it is released 
Epic/Sony Music Soundtrax. In 
CD, there are thirteen songs and 
tunes from the movie. This CD 
features a mix of 
well-known 
bands, such as 
Rage Against 
The Machine, 
Ben Folds Five, 
into five parts: the human face divine, 
the Sky World, the Mortal World, the 
Undersea World and the Spirit World. 
Each category follows the First Nations 
art's evolution, during a period of 
approximately two hundred years (from 
I 794 to I 997). 
Until 1850, all the masks were rep-
resentations of the "human face 
divine," such as noblewomen 
portrayed with labrets placed in 
their lower lips. After 1870, we 
can begin to name some of the 
artists and discern many kinds 
of masks. Used in particular 
dances or to commemorate events, the 
mask takes part in the people's liv~s. 
Through this art form, we can learn 
At the beginning, we see the lifestyle of 
a New York family. The mother works 
for a magazine and she works a lot. 
The father in not "often" in the house. 
This couple has a daughter and she's 
I 4 years old. The little girl has 
a passion for horses. She likes 
to horseback ride. But, one day, 
an accident happens. This event 
changes the life of the whole 
family. It's at this time that 
Robert Redford's character arrives. 
This cowboy tries to restore the rela-
Foo Fighters and Green Day and a few 
not so well known bands like 
Fuzzbubble and JEOY DeLUXE. TJ:tey 
play mostly alternative songs. 
Ben Folds Five, the guitarless trio, 
plays a melodious and beautiful song, 
but their song is so quiet that it sounds 
a little strange among the other songs. 
To make matters worse, it comes right 
after the song by Rage Against The 
Machine, which is aggressive and com-
pletely different. The producer should 
have considered the order of songs. 
Green Day plays their well-known 
song 'Brain Stew; which is remixed as a 
easily about First Nations people 
because each mask relates something. 
Realism and mysticism are meeting 
in an art where symbols are the only 
way to distinguish membership; 
because the mask consists of symbols 
that can only be understood by people 
who knows how to read those signs. 
Eagles, bears, frogs, whales, moons, 
suns, each representation has its mean-
ing. Even today, some artists make 
masks to express the~selves and to 
represent their society. It is interesting 
to understand the world of today 
through symbols of the past. 
Masks of the Northwest Coast is at the 
Vtlncouver Art Gallery until October 12, 
1998. 
tionship that the horse and the girl had 
before. In addition, as in every 
American movie, there is a love story. 
The mother falls in love with the hand-
some cowboy. However, we have to say 
that you could be surprised by the end. 
The movie felt very real because all 
the actors were credible. The cine-
matography of this movie will probably 
appear on the next list for Oscar night. 
Robert Redford produced and also 
acted in t_his movie. So, you must see 
this performance! 
Have a great time .... 
Godzilla version. During the song you 
can hear the roars of Godzilla and the 
strings. That makes the song totally 
different from the original one. 
The last two tunes are completely 
isolated from the other songs. These 
are instrumental music from the movie. 
They are so relaxing and quiet that I 
fell asleep while listening-! don't 
think these two songs need to be 
the CD. 
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"''''s Cgq'-litlum 
CDmp'-ls Dnd '"virgns 
LORENZO SIA 
C an you remember what the northeast portion of Coquidam was like about IS 
years ago? What were the 
surroundings like? Were there houses 
on Westwood Plateau? Was it an 
urban cesspool or a quiet nature 
wilderness? Batk in I983, there was 
only the Coquidam Centre Mall and 
the Westwood Mall. One can say that 
the shopping malls located at the 
intersection of Lougheed Hwy, Barnet 
Hwy, and Pinetree Way were 
considered the edge of civilization. 
Beyond Coquidam Centre on Pinetree 
Way was a gravel pit. There was no 
Guildford Avenue cutting 
perpendicularly to Pinetree, only Glen 
Avenue. There were no townhouses or 
high-rises, only tall trees. The area 
encompassing LaFarge Lake and the 
Town Centre Park now was a disused 
gravel pit. In other words, the 
area where David Lam 
Campus sits was an 
underdeveloped wilderness. 
The City of Coquidam, ~ 1 
then called the District of 
Coquidam, experienced rapid 
growth. This was due to the 
real estate "war" between 
Vancouver and Toronto, in 
which Vancouver won out. 
You may recall then that this 
house prices 
tripled in 
of Greater 
Coquidam. To top this off, immigra-
tion to Vancouver from Asia increased 
the ethnic and cultural diversity of 
the region. Plans were made to devel-
op the region of Westwood Plateau. 
Hence, roads going up to the plateau 
began to emerge. Some names are still 
recent and new such as: Johnson 
Heights, Panorama Ridge, Westwood 
Plateau, Robson Avenue. All of these 
developments were connected to an 
older development just west of the 
named area: Eagle Ridge and Falcon 
Drive. 
The area where the David Lam 
Campus sits has many other institu-
tions and facilities that were built to 
accommodate this regional "explo-
sion." Here can be found the 
Evergreen Cultural Centre, the 
Pinetree High School, the Pinetree 
Community Centre, the City Centre 
Aquatic Centre, Town Centre Park, 
and the new Coquitlam City Hall. 
The City of Coquitlam and mem-
bers of the private sector had a shared 
vision to create a cultural centre. The 
result, the Evergreen Cultural Centre, 
located on the corner of Guildford 
and Pinetree, is a fully functioning 
centre for the arts; from music, to 
stage, to hands-on-work. The ground-
breaking ceremony for the centre was 
on June T 5, I 995, followed by the 
official opening on October 26, 
1996. The Evergreen Cultural Centre 
is a place to exhibit art and to educate 
and entertain the public with visual 
and performing arts. National and 
international artists are invited to 
exhibit and complement the local 
involvement. For more information on 
events at the Evergreen Cultural 
Centre, phone 927-6550. 
Planners decided to build the facili-
ties at the David Lam campus to 
accommodate students of all ages, 
from high school to post-
, including 
COQ. 
Oh, look, the firehall just north of the David Lam campus. at Pinetree Way. Another exciting 
component of Coquitlam's Town Centre. 
secondary education. 
Hence, there is the 
Pinetree High School 
and the Pinetree 
Community Centre. 
Pinetree High School 
was opened September 
1997. The principal of 
the school, Laureen 
Doerksen, has been 
principal for a variety 
Coquiclam (District 
schools over the last ten 
years. When asked about the Lorenzo's sister used all his film taking pictures of the fireworks (July 25), so he couldn't get any current 
usefulness of having Douglas photos of the campus. So here's an older (pre-landscaping) shot of it. Just in case you'd never been to 
c 11 g ar the h ·gh school this part of Coquitlam before, and weren't planning on going there anytime soon to see the campus, but 
ho e eli n~ "I . 1 '. you still had a yen to know what it looks like. Viola ici. 
s e rep e • t lS a commum- In between the David Lam Campus 
ty where all ages of learning occur. It d h p· H' h S h 1 · h 
. . an t e metree tg c oo ts t e 
is an example of 'f'commumty wtth p · C · C Th ' 
, metree ommumty entre. 1s 
lifelong learning. She mentioned that b 'ld ' · all f h 
. . ut mg ts actu y part o t e 
the school works in conjunction wtth p · H ' h S h 1 I h h fi 11 metree tg c oo . t as t ree u 
Douglas College so that students can . h ' h b d · 
stze gyms w 1c can e rna e mto one 
work on courses that are equivalent to . b h l f gtant gym y t e remova o separat-
first year level courses at Douglas . . . 
11 P . H ' h S h l h mg barners. As well, there ts a cafete-o ege. metree tg c oo as . r: l b · · 1 
· d · h l al na, rooms ror c u or orgamzattona 
een pratse m t e oc newspapers d · h 1 
. . . use, an even a teen centre Wit poo 
or havmg a dtverse multtcultural pro- bl d Th s· M 
D k 'd h . . . ta es an games. e tte anager, ram. oer sen sat t at tmm1gratton 1i C h h d · 
h 1 db 'ld p · H ' h om raws aw, was on an to g1vl: as e pe ut metree 1g b ' f · r: · b h 
ch l d h . . b f . . us a 1t o 1mormatton a out t e oo an t at 1t ts ecause o lmml-
community centre. He sees the area, 
ration that there are such language 
ourses as Spanish and Mandarin. To 
romote diversity and multicultural-
sm. the school has promoted the 
ecognition of culture to honour 
iversity. To prove this, there is a 
orld map on the lower level of the 
chool where students of different 
thnic backgrounds pin a flag to the 
ap and draw a line from their place 
f origin to Vancouver. When asked 
bout how the relationship between 
ouglas College and Pinetree High 
chool could be more beneficial to 
e goal of education, she said that 
ureaucracy must be taken away. 
ducation is fluid, and to have a high 
hool and a college working together 
to have a better and more accelerat-
way of learning." 
and the institutions around the col-
lege, as a community. The community 
needs to learn how to share facilities; 
therefore, the three gym building was 
constructed. It was designed so that 
the construction would be cost effec-
tive and so that the community would 
see that this area is a prime example 
where people of all ages can partici-
pate in the learning experience. 
Crawshaw said that the community 
centre was a good idea. It helps the 
students from both institutions in the 
learning process. For example, the 
cafeteria in the community centre is 
completely run by people from 
Douglas College's Hotel and 
Restaurant Management program. 
This provides a way for students to 
learn and get hands on experience. As 
well, Crawshaw sees the community 
centre as a good place for partner-
ships of a shared facility. The institu-
tions can work together for a collec-
tive solution to their problems. 
Douglas College and the other facili-
ties and institutions around the area 
have equal footing in the matter. 
Visionaries for the Town Centre want-
ed a mix of old and young to provide 
lifelong learning and create a commu-
nity. The centre also has a 
Youth/Teen Centre which provides 
night-time fun for teens, providing 
pool, games and group activities. 
In addition, beside the David Lam 
Campus is LaFarge Lake and Town 
Centre Park with a track, fields for 
sports events and a path for strolling 
around the lake. Perfect for unwinding 
after a long day of studying. As well, 
there is the City Centre Aquatic 
Complex with an indoor wave pool. 
Students can get discounts upon pres-
entation of their student card when 
using these facilities. And last 
least, for those students who are 
active in lobbying local om1Pr1nrn 
with their grievances, the new City 
Coquidam City 
JIMMY CHUBOYKO 
I t really is quite depressing, walking into any bookstore these days. Actually, a clarification: walking 
into any bookstore that is not in a 
mall. (Mall bookstores typically have 
larger computer book sections than 
poetry sections: where does this society 
want to go today?) Whether it 
specializes in magazines, or books, or 
whether ir does or does not have a cozy 
little coffee shop, a good bookstore 
emphasizes ern: heartbreaking truth: the 
overwhelming amount of good reading 
material is enough to make one desire 
illiteracy. You can never get to even a 
fraction of it. You are always looking 
over your shoulder for the next juicy 
one that the reviewers are 
going on about. It is 
torture. 
But if you think that 
is depressing, try logging 
onto the Web. 
If you are a just a neophyte, or if 
your WWW interest is more of a 
functional thing, then perhaps you 
haven't yet checked out any of the fine 
reading available in the Web's electronic 
magazines nowadays. Strangely, as the 
technology gets stronger, it seems so 
does the writing. There is enough of it 
to make you want to smote your own 
eyeballs. 
The bloom of fine e-reading has 
been a while ih coming. Perhaps tech-
nology had lent the upstart e-zines the 
sheen of respectability. Sure, good 
writing is a dime a dozen, but writing 
and cool graphics! Watch out. 
The though, seem to keep 
to a minimum. Salon, 
has static pictures, no irri-
. pt (nor even on rhe ads) 
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and as far as frames go, the site seems 
positively rivedess. 
For all of the knick-knackery of the 
WWW, the most memorable sites are 
those that contain the best writing. Do 
not be put off by the anti-Internet 
would want to make American dollars 
in San Francisco? 
Nerve ( www.nervemag.com) 
Sex with discretion. Visually, anyway. 
Nerve is self-described literate smut, 
hype: every form of 
publishing is prone to 
hoaxes and sketchy 
sources. Palpable 
mags, even up until 
now, have been 
nerve a 
pieces of writing-
stories and essays-
that attempt to 
the intellectual side of 
slap-and-tickle. The 
cheesecake is not 
LITEtll.TE' SMUT 
sloughing off their distant e-cousins, 
based largely on the "nature" of the 
Net, showing rhe reading public exactly 
who the Philistines are. 
Salon ( www.salonmagazine.com) 
The big daddy of 'zines. Has been 
denigrated aggressively, and often, by 
quality. 
the ancient, agenda-
driven Wall Street journal. 
This, however, also acts 
as a testament to Salon's 
Salon could be described as a daily, 
with a new cover story that shows up 
at about 6pm, even on the weekends. 
The cover stories remain on the home 
page for upwards of a week, minimized 
after 24 hours into hypertext, or kept 
in archives. 
Though largely America-centric, the 
content is anything from the latest on 
the rube to the latest on Clinton's 
pants to the latest on the sex colum-
nists' pants, bur it pursues irs stories 
with a depth and a critical eye that is 
lacking from other media outlets this 
side of Brill's Content. 
Graphically, it is an understated site, 
but impressive with intriguing and art-
ful "splash pages" which introduce sto-
nes. 
And Salon often hires. But who 
ing, but takes the form of dour photo 
essays, more statement than salacious-
ness. It was quite impressive when it 
first came .out, but the long time 
between new dispatches makes it a lit-
de aggravating to follow. 
Word (www.word.com) 
Up again, and down again, 
and soon to be up again 
after a long hiatus. Ir is 
currently being reworked, but the site 
is stili worth visiting. Whimsical 
graphics and inventive essays and an 
odd sense of humour (the current 
main feature of the site is a retro-
looking photo--Farrah Fawcett hair, 
steamy camera shutter and a dated, 
willowy font proclaiming rhe 
of Wanking") make for an engaging 
miX 
which allows someone to sample 
of the latest dispatches, though in 
tries, the random generator came up 
with the same story-that of a man 
going through his collection of phone 
numbers he's received from potential 
lovers and the story behind each of 
them. Interestingly, the writer ltA.Iuc~L~ 
feedback; which one, if any, should 
pursue. 
Suck ( www.suck.com) 
Attitude and pop culture. Odd layout 
(centre aligned, only several words in 
the middle of the screen ... hard to read, 
but you have to admire the loyalty to 
the design) and sentimental attachment 
to graphics make this site really rather 
distinctive. Pretty much standard, 
if barbed, commentary; the main 
fault of which is the monotony 
of the acerbic, self-"assured, 
tiringly ironic tone. For those 
bored with polite writing and the 
media's relentless kowtowing to 
celebrity, Suck is a bit of a tonic. 
I haven't studied the followi ng in depth, but they are good for a few hours of perusal, at the very least. 
Barbed Wire 
(home.istar.ca/ -pauli/ wire/ index.htm) 
Local version of a web journal. 
Limited run, only twelve issues. 
Graphically raw (that's the point) and 
engaging content make this a 
worthwhile one to check out. 
D isinfo ( www.disinfo.com) 
This is more for the conspiracy-buffs 
and alternative media types. Stark 
design, nice colour scheme. 
Slate ( www.slate.com) 
Run by Microsoft, which is kind of 
like having your Dad writing for 
Raygun. In other words, a little 
disconcerting. Good for a Bill Gates 
profile, but don't look for anything 
critical. 
Shift ( www.shift.com) 
Filled with all the clicks and buzzes 
Savoy ( www.savoymag.net) 
Haven't had the chance to check it out 
due to technical difficulties, but it is, 
according to one source, critically 
acclaimed. 
Feed ( www.feedmag.com) 
A site more devoted to 
writing than design. 
Occasionally cited by Salon, 
this is another one of the 
Young Lions that promises 
to transform web reading 
into that Internet thing that seemed so 
promising all those years ago. 
that IBM 
commercials make 
fun of. 
Counterpart to 
their dandy 
physical 
st steps to Col.lege 
magazine; but, 
like many web 'n' 
paper combos, 
comes with a 
sense that the 
material is 
digested. 
C!heck out the fJther Pre~~ · web page at : 
Beautifully decorated 1 bedroom condo, very 
close to Douglas College and Westminster 
Quay. Located in a three-year-old concrete 
building. Features include very private patio, 
gas fireplace, 5 appliances, small office/solarium 
off livingroom & wiring for security system. 
$1 12,000. To view this and other suites for 
sale in the Douglas College area, call Alison 
Hazelwood-RE/MAX Royal City 526-2888. 
http:/ I otherpre:i:i .douglD:i. bc.cu/ 
and then 
emuil your compluint:i/prui:ie to : 
:iUbmit @op.douglD:i.bC.CD 
J.C.H. TAI 
T he Japanese are famou~ for their commitment to 
traditions, ancestors and the family 
unit. Ctlebrate japan introduces the 
reader to Japanese culture by 
en boys:' 
eetebrati.ng 
~apanese 
The summer festival, 0-
bon, celebrates the return of 
ancestral spirits. During this 
time, people visit family graves 
and light fires to welcome and 
guide the spirits to the home-coming 
path. 
exploring its folklore and the annual 
festivals associated with each season. 
Written with a younger audience in 
mind, this book is full of charming 
water-colour paintings portraying both 
Japanese life, and many step-by-step 
activities for you and your kids. 
However, you don't need to be a 
parent to be interested in this book. It's 
true the writing style appears childish 
to the mature reader, but the stories are 
full of fascinating insights into 
Japanese society. 
Spirituality and symbolism are inte-
gral to many festivities. Following is a 
sample of the celebrations covered in 
this book. 
On Shogatsu, New Year's Day, rice 
cakes decorated with designs of pine 
branches or prawns are offered to the 
gods as a way of sharing the past year's 
crops and asking for a good harvest in 
the coming season. Pine branches and 
prawns both symbolize long life. At 
the end of the holidays, friends and 
families share the rice cakes and have 
fun. Other New Year's ceremonies 
include the ringing of temple 
bells and the dance of 
Shichifukujin, the dance of the 
Seven Happy Gods. To drive 
away the I 08 sins which humans 
are vulnerable to, temple bells 
are rung exactly I 08 times. The 
Shichifukujin dance is another 
way of praying for a plentiful 
harvest. 
In · ng, Hinamatsuri 
and Kodomo-
Day) take 
Hinamatsuri 
stvle 
is a festival for girls. On this day, three-
inch tall hina-ningyo dolls are dis-
played by each family. Considerable 
effort is needed to make a full set of 
hina-ningyo dolls, which includes the 
Emperor, the Empress, three ladies-in-
waiting, five musicians, two retainers 
and three guards. Fortunately, the dolls 
arr reused and passed from generation 
to generation. According to tradition, 
if a family neglects to put out a dis-
play, the daughters may be unable to 
find husbands. 
Kodomo-no-hi (Children's Day) is 
mostly a day for boys. Four foot long 
carp kites can be seen flying on tall 
poles outside homes where boys live. 
"The kites symbolize the strength of 
the carp fish as it fights river currents. 
Parents wish their sons will possess the 
same kind of power. Displaying war-
rior helmets or dolls and bathing with 
iris leaves are also thought to strength-
Some people also visit ancestors' 
graves on 0-higan (spring and autumn 
equinox). Water is sprinkled on the 
grave site to purify it, and incense 
sticks are burned to attract good spir-
its. 
Finally, the Japanese thank the gods 
again when the rice crop turns golden 
and mature. Thanksgiving day is 
November 23, following the harvest. A 
special ceremony is performed at the 
local shrine when the first crop of rice 
is offered. 
One minor problem I have with this 
book is the names of festivals. 
Although they are translated into 
English, they are confusing on some 
occasions. It would be nice to have a 
simple glossary at the back of the 
book as a reference. If you feel like 
jumping on a plane to the land of the 
rising sun, please note that there are 
two calendars in use in Japan. Urban 
centres use the Gregorian calendar, but 
rural areas still follow the traditional 
lunar calendar. Consequently, it is pos-
sible to have the same holiday celebrat-
ed on different days depending 
on which region you are in. 
Also, there are linguistic varia-
tions between rural and urban 
tongues . Don't be too surprised 
if you hear people referring to 
one festival by more than one 
name. 
Overall, Celebrate Japan is easy 
reading and very enjoyable. 
There are many hands-on 
activities for each holiday 
which should keep you busy on 
rainy summer days. 
J. ROBINSON 
A story becomes great when its readers em relate to what is being told-whether they relate 
to the character or the event does not 
matter. It is the connection made 
between two different perspectives, two 
different realities, that shows the 
strength of a tale. And it is the 
strength of emotion evoked in the 
reader that determines how great the 
story is. In addition, having finished 
the story the 
reader ought to 
about one person and their perspective 
on living in a "distinct so~iety"; where 
each person has the freedom to be m 
individual, separate from their family, 
friends md class. For example, an 
unnamed Chinese girl in 'Yellow and 
White' writes back home to her family: 
My life-to-be in Montreal was mealed to 
me by a store, a store like an archipelago if 
overpopulated islands whose thick crowds are 
made up if objects instead if living beings, a 
store with a strange name that gives no hint if 
its contents: Canadian Tire .... 
by a Quebecois writer all mine the 
same vein, separation md distinct cul-
ture, but what is never fully explored is 
the relationship between Quebec md 
the rest of Cmada. It is the rest of the 
world that Quebec relates to, md not 
other Canadians. 
Proulx' stories are interesting pic-
tures with nothing inside to connect 
my West Coast sensibilities to what it 
is to be a Canadien. The stories don't 
even have that irrational, egotistical 
pride natives express towards those 
who are "from Aurora Montrealis v. away"; "My city 
walk away from 
the text with 
some clear idea 
of what the 
could kick your 
South of No North: Stories of a Buried Life :!~; ~:~~::z of 
writer is saying. Monique Proulx v. Charles Bukowski !:::e~~~::ng 
It isn't the Bukowski, for :::s~;e itsdf Douglas & Mcintyre v. Black Sparrow ~o:U~i\~sc~::;: 
~m~g~.~ L-----~~----L-~-~-~-~-s-~-~-~-s-m-~-~-c~~-a-n~~-M-t7~-~-a-~-e-~--s-to-r~i-~-~~k-d~~-u~~~if~~~. H~the 
that the writer has touched the reader aisles wider than a small street, extend farther emphasis on the individual is a benefit. 
with a clear md passionate voice, md than t~ rye can su and \\)(}uld climb right up to His characters have unique identities, 
that voice has been understood. heaven if the ceiling weren't in the way .. .. thry showing the individual as more signifi-
Occasionally a writer tries to be all look the same, and the more you try to dis- cant than where they're from, or where 
clever, and leaves their point unclear, tinguish one from anothe~ the more thry multi- they are. The place we're fl:om, md 
hoping that the reader will be left puz- ply and hide and melt together into one single what culture we're part of, shapes our 
zling over the point of the story and enonnOijS object with an irifinite number if attitudes md beliefs. It isn't true, how-
make their own decision on what it parts and no discernible use. ever, that we are inseparable from these 
all about. When that works, it Now I am alone, Grandmot~~ like a real places. (Or, at least, I hope not.) 
. ,..,n·rk• very well. More often it just human being. No one shows me t~ way in When we leave a place we are taint-
the writer hasn't properly devel- store aisles or in life, no one puts a protective ed by it, but a person is not defined 
their story. And that, my friend, hand on my shoulder to approve or reject my solely by where they're from. A person 
the sad state of affairs we'll be decisions. Like the Cllstomers at Canadian Tire, is additionally defined by how they 
Rereading the stories in Aurora 
trealis, I am hard-pressed to find 
that is indicative of the book 
a whole. While the book has a run-
theme, with each story highlight-
m individual in search of their 
in Quebecois society, all the 
on the individual creates m 
of unity. Each short story is 
I go directly where I beli{l)t I nud to go, with- behave. The more extreme the behav-
out wmtingfor support, and I am capable if iour, the clearer that person becomes. 
walking past the overflowing s~lves without Mind, it em go the other way, with the 
buying anything. At first it's not easy to recog- person becoming the behaviour md 
nizr, but this is freedom, that pairiful and mag- not being anything other thm the cari-
nificent thing called freedom. cature they present, which is not t 
Her new life is explained against her case with either of these writers. 
expectations from her old life. Proulx' characters are developed m 
However, comparing Montreal to by their setting than by their own 
Beijing doesn't mean a thing to those actions, and that's Bukowski's 
that have experienced neither of these 
cultures. The stories in this mthology 
characters are more 
characters are more 
... and profit 
behave more honestly. They 
are raw and unrefined, but 
each action seems sincere, even 
if that action is one coming 
out of drunken pandering. 
Proulx' characters certainly 
wouldn't urinate in public, and 
even if her characters drink, 
they certainly aren't alcoholics. 
Almost all of her characters 
have permanent addresses. 
You could say one distinc-
tion between the writers is a 
class distinction. But that'd be 
the simple explanation. 
Perhaps the possibility of not 
having a home is what makes 
Bukowski's characters more 
real; each day--they must ques-
tion where they belong. Each 
day they must decide on a 
course of action. Maybe that 
action means drinking the 
rent. Proulx' characters have 
the basics covered, they float 
on securely, with no waves to 
threaten their safety. And no errant 
thoughts to disturb their neatly organ-
ized lives. The reader may want the 
perfection extolled in these secure lives, 
but it is very difficult to believe such 
perfection possible. That's another dif-
ference. It's easier to believe in the 
worst than it is to believe in the best. 
Which makes Bukowski spot on in the 
believability department. 
Both of these writers are from a free 
society and each writes about the rela-
tionship between the individual and 
society-what liberties the individual 
will take, and how that individual is 
limited by expectation and obligation. 
Society has put some limits on them. 
Responding to those expectations and 
obligations is what develops a character 
in the mind. That the reader 
with each of his charac-
storytelle;:. With Bukowski, the charac-
ters exploit their position, exposing 
sincere emotion. And even if all the 
reader feels is disgust for each charac-
ter, at least it is sincere disgust. No 
expectations are dropped, there is never 
the letdown of seeing a character fum-
ble about, and let the possibility of 
personal growth slip through sweaty 
fingers. 
Which is just like Henry Chinaski, 
Bukowski's literary alter-ego, who's 
most often the narrator in Bukowski's 
stories. Which may help the reader, 
who doesn't have to familiarize himself 
with a new main character for each 
new story. Having a recognizable pro-
tagonist unites Bukowski's stories, but 
doesn't mean that any of the stories 
become indistinct, rather the constancy 
of Chinaski's presence welcomes the 
reader into each new event. You may 
safely anticipate anything happening-
and not be disappointed. Chinaski 
is capable of developing with the 
story. In his own words: 
Like anybody can tell you, I am not a 
very nice man. I don't know the "WOrd. I 
have always admired the villain, the out-
law, the son of a bitch. I don't like the 
clean-shaven boy with the necktie and the 
good job. I like desperate men, men with 
broken teeth and broken minds and broken 
ways. They interest me. They are full of 
surprises and explosions. I also like vile 
women, drunk cursing bitches with loose 
stockings and sloppy mascara faces. I'm 
more interested in perverts than saints. I 
can relax with bums because I am a 
bum. I don't like laws, morals, religions, 
rules. I don't like to be shaped by society. 
I was drinking with Marty, the ex-
con, up in my room one night. I didn't 
have a job. I didn't want a job. I just 
wanted to sit around with trry shoes off 
and drink wine and talk, and laugh if 
possible. Marty was a little dul~ but he 
bad workingman's hands, a broken nose, 
mole's eyes, and nothing much to him but 
he's been through it. 
This character has freedom, exactly 
the way a vagrant has freedom, the 
option to decay somewhere that isn't 
conventionally accepted as a place for 
rotting. Or at least the option of look-
ing at things raw; no need to polish or 
refine what, at first glance, may be 
unthinkable or disturbing .... These are 
characters in tune with their own self-
loathing. 
In a world where parents hate their 
children, children become worthy of 
that hatred and rather than becoming 
worthy of being loved these characters 
do whatever is necessary to hurt others 
first. It isn't as malicious as that, 
though. Because the children are sim-
ple, struggling with the basics so much, 
they cannot look into that abyss of 
self-analysis, never questioning their 
motives or behaviour-merely behav-
ing. Bukowski's reality is fully at odds 
with the simple, uncomplicated life of 
economic and social security Proulx' 
characters experience. Proulx' charac-
ters' lives could be more complicated, 
but the reader is never shown that, nor 
are they led to believe that may be a 
possibility. But really, how could you 
be a good writer and do something like 
that to your audience. Imagine leaving 
the most interesting parts out of a 
story ... call it what you want, but there's 
a nasty name for that. 
Protecting the reader from any 
potential ugliness does them a disserv-
ice. A writer cannot indulge in self-
censorship, telling themselves "That 
may offend someone; I must appeal to 
-the widest range of people possible:' 
Bukowski's characters are free to 
behave like the rabble they are. He 
doesn't concern himself with predict-
ing how his words might effect some-
one. He tells a sort of blind truth-
truth no matter the 
consequences. The only 
controlling mechanism 
his characters bow to 
is the unpredictabili-
ty (and potentially 
violent behaviour) 
of other people. 
But Proulx' charac-
ters are never allowed 
to fall to that level of 
immoral behaviour-
-·uu•.v~• as though mean, ugly 
don't exist. They don't hurt 
any way besides a bruised feel-
or two--and that is accomplished 
because of their own ineptness or 
emotional development. Most 
her characters are semi-disinterested 
of their lives. Whi:h leaves 
reader feeling semi-disinterested, 
all if the character doesn't care 
their own life, why should we? 
would be okay if twisted emo-
developmenc was the point of 
the story, but nowhere 
does she give evidence 
of that being her 
purpose. It seems 
like emotional devel-
opment is what 
Proulx sacrifices in 
the short story format. 
Her novels better devel-
op characters, but it's just as 
important in a short story. 
Bukowski's characters are seen doing 
more, occasionally undergoing that 
emotionally satisfying act, the catharsis. 
Proulx' characters resist that, only 
changing under the direction of some-
. one else. Similarly, Bukowski's charac-
ters' survival depends on their relation-
ships with others. They cannot take 
care of themselves, and so congregate 
with others that can support them-
whether that support will stabilize or 
corrupt is never really certain. 
What is certain is that other people 
do not control, merely influence, 
the characters' actions. 
That's the disparity, 
Proulx' characters 
behave inertly, 
Bukowski's are the 
"unbalanced force," 
acting upon their 
own lives. 
Ultimately individ-
uals are shaped more 
by other people than by 
the culture they exist in. It is 
interaction with others that deter-
mines the worth of a person, and the 
worth of these characters. When plot 
and character development is sacrificed 
to description and ideas about political 
setting and dogma (as Proulx does in 
Aurora Montrealis, albeit subtly) the read-
er is left with nothing but a mild dose 
of disappointment. 
Bukowski wrote with spite about his 
culture, from the fringes where he 
appeared (to people who didn't know 
him) to live rather hedo-
nistically. Both these 
writers are about the 
moment, existential 
and immediate. 
Bukowski is crude and 
vulgar, Proulx is deli-
cate and polite. 
Perhaps that is the real 
distinction. That effervescent 
politeness that seems to make 
Canadians so recognizable, where an 
American's hallmark is his rudeness. 
Proulx seems afraid that her stories 
might actually have an effect on peo-
ple, and so mumbles, and mutters, and 
refuses to speak clearly. That is too 
bad, because the rest of Canada needs 
to know what it is about Quebec that 
makes it so distinct, what makes it 
important-it could be its people; 
however I wish Aurora Montrealis 
could have made me feel certain that 
was the case. Bukowski doesn't pause 
over polite or delicate things, that's 
why I know precisely why his stories 
are so important. He tells the reader 
the importance of individuality, of 
freedom, and of independence, in a 
clear voice that refuses to be misunder-
stood. 
There is a horrible clarity that devel-
ops when someone knows what they 
want to say. Perhaps it comes from a 
belief that one's convictions are true, 
but i..t sure as shootin' is better than 
fumbling for the right words when 
you've no idea what your opinion is, let 
alone what you need to say. 
Granville Books (850 Granville Strut) has 
the most comprehensive selection of Bukowski-
he's bundled up with the 'beat' section just left 
and down the lift side of the front desk (. 
ing you just walked in). 
... and profit 
poetry Auburn, Gold and Scarlet 
Auburn , gold, and scarlet 
flames tickle the walls 
forcing them to give in to the heat and power. 
A support beam loses the battle and falls to the ground 
-·~ sending hot embers flying into the war -torn air. 
The red truck rests outside. 
Tired from its long journey 
• of blaring sirens and deathly speed. 
·A man , dressed in yellow, 
braves the forces of the fire and enters the turmoil. 
Shocking the beast with a cold blast of water, 
he begins to fight a battle the old frame house could not. 
Near the end , as the house gives in, 
the flames seem to be licking the clouds in the sky. 
The house will never take another breath; 
the flames win yet another battle. 
Michele L. Gray 
Cigarette Visions 
You left me nothing when you walked out tonight. 
But your lips are in my ashtray 
and I can picture your luscious red 
coating the filter 
each time you inhale. 
Your painted nails 
isappear into your face 
and I wonder if you are melting 
th each drag. 
I open another beer, 
~.~ rilsit in the chair you were sitting in 
and let your perfume 
fill my senses. 
I can still feel the warmth of body. 
Michele L. Gray 
Mo Thugs Scriptures Chapter 2: Family Reunion 
J OCHEN BIERTUMPEL boy might lead. 
Although I want to stress the thor-
ough usage of instrumentals and bass 
that create perfect harmony, I find it 
important to point out that the rap-
ping and singing are great. This I 7 
track CD was produced by Layzie 
Bone and Krayzie Bone. The A&R 
supervisor and project manager was 
Steve Lobel. 
The Mo Tbugs Scriptum CD proves that 
they are still a great rap ensemble. It 
includes the fdlowing artists: Layzie 
Bone, Krayzie Bone, Wish Bone, Flesh-
N-Bone, Felecia Thug Queen, Souljah 
Boy, Scant, Powder, MrS, Graveyard 
Shift, Poetic Hustla'z, Potion, Ken 
Dawg, II Tru, 4-U-2-Know, Mo Thugs 
Family, MO!Hart, Sin. There is no 
better song than the original 'Ghetto 
Cowboy' to get you into that groovy 
beat at a night club, or at home, while 
you and your partner do your stuf£ 
The rappers' creativity has splurged 
once again, every song is perfectly 
synchronized and tells a story of some 
sort relating to the life that a ghetto 
This is by far the best Mo Thugs 
CD to date so be sure to check it out 
as soon as the possibility arises. 
The Mask Of Zarro 
T his movie is one of the best that I have seen in a long 
time. The action is 
romance between Zorro 
and his lover. Ironic 
humour is ever so 
prevalent. And this film 
doesn't fall short when 
compared to the other 
rro films. 
The original Zorro, 
n Diego de Ia Vega, 
by Anthony 
opkins, has been secret-
battling the Spanish 
Mexican independ-
ce. He is getting older 
d tells his wife that he 
ill retire. That same 
t the evil Don Rafael 
tero, played by 
rt Wilson, kills 
's wife, steals his 
baby daughter Elena and 
throws Zorro in jail. 
Twenty years later Don 
Diego de la Vega escapes 
from prison. He trains a 
new Zorro (Antonio 
Banderas ), who proves 
worthy of the name, and 
tries to get revenge for 
everything the new gover-
nor of California, Don 
Rafael Montero, had 
done to him and the peo-
ple of Mexico. The new 
Zorro falls in love with 
Elena (Catherine Zeta-
Jones) who is now twen-
ty. This romance leads to 
a lot of humorous coin-
cidences. With fantastic 
sabre fights, truly 
remarkable attire, great 
ballroom dancing and 
spectacular props, one is 
totally convinced that the 
depicted events actually 
occurred. 
COUPON RULES 
•Dine in only 
•One coupon per two people 
·Present coupon when ordering 
•Coupon not valid with any 
other promotion D. I 
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f you're under the age of I 9, then this article is not for 
n you to read or be influenced by. But if you've reached the 
U privileged age when you can lounge around at any 
lifestyle of the trendy Vancouverite; it includes tangy vodkas, 
hip liquors and splashy summertime juices served in the tra-
ditionally chilled martini glass. So fear not, the '90s martini 
still claims the grand entrance and respectful bow 
given pub, patio or trendy restaurant and sip 
on a cocktail or two then listen up, 
because there is drinking wisdom to 
be heard. 
Not the kind of drinking wisdom 
that explains how to shotgun tall 
[g)f 
.1[1(Q)[M}~(QJ~[ 
that the classic martini receives and, if you 
need proof. many bartenders will be 
happy to lead you to the right 
martini. 
Mike, a bartender from the 
Yaletown Brewing Company, brings 
personality to every martini he makes. cans without spilling or puking, no, 
no; this is a kind of drinking wisdom l @JMM~[M}~@J A bartender with old school charm, he dis-
that carries with it distinguished notoriety. 
This June and July, I went in search of the finest summer-
time drink, rhe superior in summertime sipping, patio 
lounging and liquid sunbaking. Since I can see no better way 
to spend some rime than on a patio sipping a refreshing 
cocktail, I hired myself as the best person for the journey. 
I've tried drinks from all the best patios in the Lower 
Mainland and found one drink that overpowers all 
other drinks in popularity. The ultimate thirst-
quenching patio drink of this summer is the martini. 
But gone are the days of classic James Bond marti-
nis, away with vermouth, gin and little green olives. 
Vancouverites request a livelier martini that can still 
carry the same intrigue and stealth of the traditional 
martini. Bartenders in the Lower Mainland have cre-
ated a new and improved martini to suit the active t ' 
' ~ 
cusses the drink he just invented, which he recom-
mends every person try. "I woke up this morning and the 
idea for this drink just came to me while I was lying there. 
It's called The Tanktini and there is hardly anything to it, 
like those bikini tops that are like tank tops!" he says. 
His creation, The Tanktini, is 3 shots of Blue Skyy Vodka, 
I shot pineapple juice and I part mystery ingredient, 
served ice cold and garnished with an orange wedge. 
It has a zingy. lively flavour with a punchy after-
taste that dances in your throat. The Tanktini is the 
perfect drink to have before going on to a party or 
dancing. 
Ryan, the bartender from the Vancouver restaurant 
Century Grill, created a martini from scratch right 
before my eyes. I watched him sniff the liquors, 
searching for the freshest flavours. The final creation 

~~~[ ~ ~or ~ coc~ 
r~l[ ro ~ 10~ 
One day I was drinking a 
martini on a patio and I started 
to question the word "cocktail:' 
I probed and questioned, trying 
to envision the day when 
someone invented the word 
"cocktail" for exotic type drinks. 
My story is this: a woman must 
have invented the name. It must 
of been discovered way, way 
back in the days when men used 
to sit around and drink 
viciously and play cards and tell 
stories of'their "conquests" and 
match lies about brawls with 
men. (Basically it was a full out 
bullshit session where the more 
the men drank the larger the lies 
got.) Perhaps, ·a barmaid was so 
sick of watching this occur in 
her saloon, she thought 
something like, "these men 
drink and lie and the more I 
serve them these things the 
more cock tales they tell:' 
is a fruit fiesta. A mouth-watering ban-
ter of banana and mango flavours 
resulting in the ultimate patio martini. 
Ryan called it the Yaletown Sunshine 
. and it comes with its very own song 
that Ryan sang to me. It went some-
thing like, "I drink what I drink, cause 
I drink what I drink what I drink ... in 
the sunshine." The Yaletown Sunshine 
contains a mix of orange and cranberry 
juice, banana liqueur, Absolut Kurant 
Vodka and, of course, a splash of mys-
tery. 
At Deniro's Bistro, bartender Paul is 
willing to bet that the Dominique mar-
in Vancouver or maybe 
love it. Nineteen 
times people love the 
a Dominique and ask for 
another;' says Paul. So what makes it 
such the ultimate summer drink? "You 
have to shake the living hell out of it," 
Paul says enthusiastically. 
The Dominique contains I part 
Absolut Citron Vodka, some 
Lemon Lime, I part Triple Sec, 
and freshly squeezed lemon in a 
tall martini glass. 
If you loved slushies as a 
juice. Steven, the bar manager at 
L' Arena Ristorante (the restaurant 
attached to the Vancouver library), dis-
cusses the Caesartini. The Caesartini is 
perhaps one of the tastiest daytime 
drinks avail-
able with its 
infused pep-
per vodka, 
special hot 
sauce, green 
Tabasco 
sauce, secret 
spices and 
special pick-
led bean, 
served martini 
style. 
So after I 
child, then you probably still do. 
BC consumes the largest quantity 
of Slurpees in the world. That is 
a little known fact I learned in 
the bathroom at the Paddle 
Wheeler Pub. (Nothing beats the 
creativity of the ads they put in 
pub bathrooms.) If you do love 
Slurpees, and you better because 
BC depends on it, then you must 
b Caf; Jonathan Chapman drinking late go to the Cactus Clu e on Th d n·ng 
have wet your 
paiate for the 
classy martini Lougheed Highway in North urs ay eve 1 • 
Burnaby. They have five slushy 
machines going at all times and one of 
the machines makes the best Bellinis. A 
Bellini is a slushy martini that tastes 
like peach and strawberry. At that par-
ticular Cactus Club it's so busy they 
give you a pager that vibrates when 
your table is ready. But if you're smart, 
ask to try a sample of the different 
kinds of martini slushies while you 
wait. They happily oblige and you get 
to be buzzing and 
vibrating all for free. 
This next martini is 
an important one 
because it contains an 
ingredient that can 
only be found in 
Canada. No other 
country in the world 
can make you this 
Canuck drink, not 
even the mighty States. 
It is called the Caesar. 
The mighty Caesar 
contains the pure 
Canadian Clamato 
I should warn you that the martini is 
one of the most expensive drinks out 
there-ranging from five to ten dollars 
depending on how trendy the place is. 
(Each martini contains at least two 
shots.) Purple Onion Jazz Cabaret is 
by far one of the more expensive places 
to buy a martini. 
If the martini just isn't your style, 
but you still want to impress your-
self--or someone else-with your 
finesse in ordering 
drinks, try a Sangria. El 
Patio's Michael Tejedor 
will promise you it is the 
sexiest drink out there. 
Made with red or white 
wine, red being the most 
popular, mixed with 
orange and lemon juice, 
brandy, Triple Sec and 
ginger ale, and served on 
ice. The staff at El Patio 
promises that without 
the Triple Sec a Sangria 
is nothing. 
Want to try some-
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thing romantic and a little daring? Go 
back to the Century Grill, or anywhere 
with an oyster bar, and try oysters with 
a glass of fine white wine. Most oyster 
shuckers will pick out the fresh.est oys-
ters for you and shuck them right there. 
If you go to the Century Grill, ask 
Dan and the crew their view on oysters 
being an aphrodisiac. "It's all in the 
texture;' Dan, head oyster shucker and 
joker, says. 
If you're a faithful beer drinker then 
there is no hope for you. It's always on 
special, it's always served in a big mug 
to match your big beer belly and it 
makes you feel Canadian. It also makes 
you feel bloated, it's famously watered 
down when on tap, but you don't care, 
it's beer. Try your beer a little different 
this summer. Try dropping an 
Ammaretto shot into your beer to 
make it a Canadian invented Dr. 
Pepper, or try dropping some Clamato 
juice into it and make it a Red Eye. A 
pale ale from England served in a tall 
can actually has a little spinner at the 
bottom of the can, and when you open 
it the spinner spins creating an atom 
bomb effect-the beer starts with a 
"B" so start searching. Fogg 'N' Suds is 
.the best place to try exotic beers; the 
Bainbridge and Lougheed location in 
Burnaby has the best patio for summer 
gatherings. 
None of this means you have to 
drink alcohol, in fact I inquired about 
the best non-alcoholic drink as well. 
. I 
Mike, the bartender from Yaletown 
Brewing Company, put it the best. 
"The iced tea is the best choice of the 
summer if you don't feel like alcohol. 
Iced tea is like the classic black dress:' 
Non-alcoholic Margaritas, Caesars, or 
Daiquiris as well as the newly famous 
summer Frappaccinos make a nice 
alternative. 
I think the biggest point I'm trying 
to make is that you should get out 
there and socialize beneath the warm 
sun. Put your busy life on hold, sit on 
some of the best patios offered in all 
of the world, and sip on a classy drink. 
Live the life of the rich a couple nights 
a month. This summer is one of the 
finest I can remember so take advantage 
as much as you can, I know I am. 
The Other Press is hiring a bookkeeper 
The IS hour a week, $9.75 an hour position is open to all Douglas College 
students. 
Applicants must have excellent communication skills, and be reliable and 
bondable. 
We need someone with experience in payroll remittances, receivables and 
payables, audits and internal controls. 
You will be responsible for: 
• maintaining our books 
• liaisoning with our Board of Directors 
• assisting the Board in preparing the Other Press' annual budget 
• preparing monthly financial reports for review by the Other Press collective 
• ensuring our annual audit is completed in a timely fashion 
• assisting in all financial and legal negotiations on behalf of the society. 
Please submit a resume attn: Other Press Board Chair, 
room I 020, Douglas College; 
or fax to 525.3505; or email submit@op.douglas.bc.ca 
or mail to 
the Other Press, Board Chair 
room 1020, 700 Royal Ave 
New Westminster, BC 
V315B2. 
Application cut-off date is August 10. 
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HOW TO 
Take Over the World 
• 
our Easy Steps 
0 Come to the Other Press staff meeting Sept 2 or stop by rm 1020 
8 Contribute to the first two issues of the semester 
8 Submit a resume for your favourite coordinator position. t 
8 Get elected. Elections will be held on September 16. 
That's it. From this position of power, you are poised to take over 
the world using your contacts at the Other Press and at the publishing 
iiberhaiis, the Canadian University Press. You will have access to the 
world's power centres with your trusty press pass. A bit of creative 
regicide, and you're there! You're king of the world!!2 
1 If you haven't contributed to the first two issues of the semester, you will not be able to apply for a coordinator position. The 
coordinating positions available are News, Culture, Athletics, Production, Photography, Distribution, Features, Coquitlam, CUP Liason, 
Opinions/Editorial and Onlil1e. No prior experience is necessary. The Other Press is a collective of Douglas College students who gather 
together each week to put out the best darn paper we can. 
2 The Other Press does not endorse regicide, or any other form of politically-motivated killing. This guide to taking over the world has 
been producted for informational purposes only. Honest. 
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Serendipitous coincidence, fairy tale, or fix? 
France . wins World Cup of 
Soccer in France 
ANNETTE MARTIN 
(EX-BRIT, NON-FAN OF SOCCER) 
F ranee wins the World Cup of Soccer at home. Is this the stuff of fairy tales or 
what? Can it be true that a relatively-
new French team knocked off first 
Croatia, then the mighty Brazilians to 
take soccer's crown of crowns in 
France? Not only is it true-or so we 
are told-but this Gallic David slew 
Goliath by the score of three goals to 
none. A massive margin by soccer 
standards. No overtime play, no 
penalty shoot-outs to decide the 
outcome, just three decisive goals in 
front of the delirious home crowd. 
This type of miracle doesn't happen 
in real life. This is bigger than winning 
the lottery on your birthday, more 
intoxicating than inheriting Bill Gates' 
fortune on your wedding day. As 
decades roll by, the I 998 tale of 
France's stupendous victory will be 
old, and re-told, until it becomes the 
ighth wonder of the world. 
enerations of as-yet-unborn French 
ildren will ask their great-grandpar-
nts, "Where were you when France 
on the World Cup?" And every 
oment of that auspicious day will be 
tched on the memory, and in the 
enes, of every French national. 
But who could have predicted such 
idyllic result for World Cup I 998 
the host country winning soccer's 
reatest prize? How did the fairy tale 
appen? Is it possible that this unlikely 
finale was nothing more than serendip-
itous coincidence? Was Jupiter aligned 
perfectly with Mars? Was the moon in 
the seventh house, and does this 
signal the dawning of the .age of 
Aquarius when love will rule 
the stars? Maybe not! After 
all, it's just soccer, a sport 
like any other, despite the 
millions of fans who would 
have us believe otherwise. If 
coincidence was the true 
instigator of this result, 
wouldn't the English tennis 
player, Tim Henman, have 
won Wimbledon? Surely, 
Canadian-born Formula One 
long tournament they had hosted? Is it 
possible that France had enough 
moolah and moxey to bribe its team 
into the finale over both cash-
strapped Croatia, and those 
proud Brazilians? 
Considering all the pre-
games complications-the 
scandal surrounding ticket 
sales when 60% of seats 
were reserved for French 
residents; the rash of pre-
cup transportation strikes 
and criticisms of such sou-
venirs as hunting knives 
emblazoned with the World 
Cup logo (tempting for soccer 
4···~ hooligans?)--it is unlikely that 
France could have handled another 
driver, Jacques Villeneuve, would 
win the Canadian Grand Prix in 
Montreal? Not necessarily! No matter 
how much we might will it to happen, 
such serendipity rarely occurs because 
true coincidence is an elusive object. 
So could France's big win have come 
about through "Le Grand Fixe?" Can 
we believe that this "pure" game is, like 
Caesar's wife, not only above reproach, 
but also seen to be above reproach? 
Not so long ago, Olympic athletes had 
to remain amateurs. Nowadays, some 
Olympians not only accept money 
from a variety of sources, but often 
take a variety of performance-enhanc-
ing chemicals, many of which go unde-
tected. Could soccer's World Cup, this 
holiest of holies, have been sullied too? 
What better way for the French Tourist 
Board to showcase their country than 
with a picture-perfect ending to the 
complication. Unless French undercov-
er agents were offering an unlimited 
supply of vin rouge and Gauloise Bleu 
to their team's opponents, but every-
body knows those colours would clash 
with the Brazilian uniforms. 
All of which leads to just one con-
clusion. It really was a fairy tale. 
Perhaps the entire exhibition was 
secretly sponsored by EuroDisney, 
which might explain the results. Dreams 
can still come true/they can happm to you/If 
you're French at heart.... Well, what other 
possible explanation could satisfy 
world soccer sponsors in Brazil, 
Croatia, Germany, England and Ita 
The Final 
HOMAN SANAIE in the semis. Before the game Ronaldo were still not up for the final because 
was sent to hospital because he had a they were worried that Ronaldo would 
T his World Cup Final was the panic attack. Some reports say that he get hurt and not play. You could see by best one of the I 990s. In swallowed his tongue, but that still has- their play that they were never really in the last two World Cup n't been confirmed. the game. 
Finals only one goal was scored. This The rest of the Br;u:ilians weren't up The French team had problems of 
year France humiliated the defending for the game because they thought its own. Their best defender, Laurent 
champions, Brazil, in the final by a Ronaldo wasn't going to play in the' Blanc, was suspended for the final 
score 3-0. The packed crowd at the game, The Brazilian coach, Mario because he punched a Croatian player 
Stade de Fran<;e enjoyed every minute Zagallo, gave the World Cup officials in the semis. Defender Frank Leboeuf 
of the game. his startinp line-up, but Ronaldo wasn't took Blanc's place in the starting line-
France got to the final by winning on it. However, thirty minutes later up. 
Group C, defeating South Africa, Saudi Zagallo gave the World Cup officials a The first goal of the game was 
Arabia and Denmark and in the second new starting line-up and Ronaldo was scored off a corner kick by Zinedine 
. round by beating Paraguay 1-0 in over- on it. Zidane of France in the 27 minute. 
time. Then they played Italy in the Throughout the game the Brazilians France's second goal also came off a 
quarter-final. The game rr===-=====-===~==============="11 corner kick, scored by 
ended scoreless, but France Predictions: How did we do? Zidane in the first minute 
defeated Italy in a penalty of extra-time in the first 
shoot-out 4-3. In the semifi-
nals they beat Croatia 2-1 
to reach the final. 
Brazil got to the final by 
winning Group A, defeating 
Scotland and Morocco, but 
losing to Norway. They 
defeated their South 
American rivals Chile 4-I in 
the second round. In the 
quarter-final they defeated 
Denmark 3-2, and in the 
semifinals against the 
Netherlands the game ended 
I-I. Then Brazil defeated 
the Dutch 4-2 in a penalty 
shoot-out to reach the final. 
even sup-
in the final 
Throughout the winter semester, Hamish Knox and Homan 
Sandie made their predictions for the World Cup. Let's see 
how they did: 
Hamish Knox Groups 
2/4 
I/4 
0/4 
I/4 
4/4 
2/4 
2/4 
2/4 
2/4 
0/2 
0/2 
0/I 
16/43 
37.2% 
Homan Sanaie 
Group A 
Group B 
Group C 
Group D 
GroupE 
Group F 
Group G 
Group H 
Semifinalists 
Winners of SF 
Finalists 
Winner of World Cup 
Overall 
Percentage 
4/4 
4/4 
2/4 
I/4 
4/4 
4/4 
2/4 
2/4 
3/4 
2/2 
2/2 
0/I 
32/43 
74.4% 
Now we know who is the soccer expert. If you want to 
gamble on sporting events you know who to ask. 
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half. 
Their third goal came in 
the third minute of extra-
time in the second half by 
midfielder Emmanuel 
Petit. 
The final score was 3-0, 
which was Brazil's worst 
defeat ever in the World 
Cup. 
An estimated 1.7 billion 
people watched the final. 
This is France's first 
World Cup championship. 
They have already qualified 
for the 2002 World Cup 
with co-hosts Japan and 
South Korea. 
Qualifications for the 
next World Cup will start 
in the year 2000. 
elebration 
One of the most hyped World Cups 
ever is finally over. There was a lot of 
celebration during the World Cup, but 
there was also a lot of tragedy. 
There were riots all over the world 
because of what was going on in 
France. Riots in Cameroon because the 
head of the soccer federation said that, 
"The referees are easier on the 
European teams .than the African 
teams:' People in Cameroon were look-
ing for people who appeared to be 
European to beat them up. 
and Tragedy 
The rioting that happened in France 
was a lot worse. English fans in 
Marseille fought with tunisian fans 
before and after the game. Over fifty 
people were arrested. By the way, 
England won the game 2r-O. 
In Lens, a German fan beat a French 
police officer over the head with a 
metal bar. The police officer is still in 
coma. 
Also, an English fan killed a French 
man just because he thought the man 
was from Argentina. He killed the man 
because he was upset that Argentina 
had defeated England in the second 
round by a penalty shoot-out. 
VVorld Cup Surprises 
and, DisappointiT'Ients 
The much anticipated game between 
Iran and the United States that most 
people thought would get violent was 
very peaceful. Many people thought the 
streets of Lyon would be like the 
streets of Marseille or Lens, but FIFA 
decided that the day Iran played the 
United States Qune 21) would be FIFA 
Fair Play Day. Before the game both 
teams came together for one team pic-
ture. The game was very well-played by 
both teams and Iran defeated the 
United States 2--1. Fans from both 
nations celebrated before and after the 
game. 
Altogether there were over 200 
arrests made in France during the 
World Cup. 
were a lot of surprises and 
in this year's version 
the World Cup. 
The two biggest surprises were that 
host nation, France, actually won 
tournament, and another, even big-
surprise, was that Croatia, playing 
its first World Cup, finished third. 
·a won third place by beating 
povverJ:J.oLtses like Germany and the 
Denmark, in its second World Cup 
made it to the quarter-final giving 
· a huge scare only losing by 3-2. 
There were a lot more big disap-
potntnllen,ts in the World Cup. For 
nsLanc.c, Spain was supposed to chal-
for the World Cup but didn't 
make it out of the first round. 
England was another big disappoint-
They were also supposed to chal-
for the tide but lost to Argentina 
penalty kicks in the second round. 
Germany, who were favored to win 
World Cup, never really got going. 
were lucky in all their games, but 
luck ran out after losing to 
in the quarter-final 3-0. That 
the last games for Lothar 
and Jurgen Klinsrnann. 
But the biggest disappointment in 
the World Cup was the Brazilian team. 
Brazil was supposed t~ win the World 
Cup with ease and although Brazil 
made it to the final, they didn't domi-
nate their opponents like they should 
have. They lost to Norway in the first 
round, barely beat Denmark in the 
quarters, and had to beat the 
Netherlands in a penalty shoot-out. In 
the final they were severely out-played, 
losing to France 3-0. 
Golden Boot Award 
The Golden Boot Award goes to the player who has 
scored the most goals in the World Cup. This year's 
winner of the Golden Boot award is Davor Suker, of 
Croatia, who scored six goals in the tournament: Here 
are the top six goal scorers of the I 998 World Cup: 
Player Country Goals 
Davor Suker Croatia 
Gabriel Batistuta Argentina 5 
Christian Vieri Italy 
Luis Hernandez Mexico 
Marcelo Salas Chile 
Ronaldo Brazil 4 
6 
5 
4 
4 
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For Rent 
538 CO LUI.IB IA STREE T. 
NEW WESHI INS T EA . 8 C 
V311 tAS 
T ELEP HONE 52 1 · &e2e 
~AX 52t · e22 1 
Room for rent. A quiet and clean furnished bedrom in a 
private house on the second floor in Coquitlam. 10 
minute walking distance from David Lam campus. Near 
transit, community centre, recreation centre and swim-
ming pools. Home appliances, laundry and garage avail-
able. Monthly rent $280, 1/2 rent deposit, include utili-
ties. available immediately. Working student, single, 
without pets and non-smoking preferred. Call 945-0398. 
Available immediately: Furnished room in executive 
home, N. Burnaby, shared bathroom, cooking & laundry 
facilities available, 1/2 block from bus stop, 20 minutes 
to Douglas College, 5 minutes to shopping & rec centre, 
$450/month or room & board negotiable. Leave mes-
sage @ 604-298-7579. 
· ted 
Attractive, hot and sweaty Asian Lesbian-QAL, 
can be very affectionate, playful, outrageous, likes 
nonconformity, being active and cute. Seeking other 
queer woman (especially Asians) for some fun and 
dates. Send reply to Classifieds c/o the Other Press. 
f"or Sale · 
looking for an excellent source of reliable trans-
portation? Look no further ... 1980 Citation, looks 
good, excellent running condition, $500 firm. Call 
443-9238 anytime. 
V ·1 n eer Opportunities 
Burnaby Vofunteer Centre has volunteer opportuni-
ties in many areas. Contact the Burnaby Volunteer 
Centre at 294-5533. 
Women volunteers needed for the Vancouver 
Rape Relief & Women's Shelter, interested in volun-
teering for our: 24 hour crisis line, transition house 
for women and their children. Training sessions 
Tuesday evenings. For more information and for a 
training interview call 872-8212. 
Vancouver Crisis Centre urgently needs volun-
teers to work on 24 hour distress lines. Those inter-
ested call 872-1811. 
S ·· 11ices 
IMPROVE YOUR ENGLISH CONVERSATION. 
Experienced and certified ESL Canadian teacher. 
Learn Vocabulary, Idioms, Phrases and 
Pronunciation. Group Lessons: 1-4 students, 2-3 
hours, 2-4 days, 4 weeks $300 each. Private 
Lessons: $20.00/hr. SATISFACTION GUARAN-
TEED. Call Mr. Joe Pelech at 524-8841. 
Patient Mandarin tutor available. Able to commu-
nicate in English without mandarin accent and vice 
versa. Flexible rates. Contact Johnson Tai at OP 
(room 1020) 525-3542 or home 521-3467. 
Are you stuck between a rock and a hard place? 
Got a tough call to make? Douglas College Campus 
Crusade for Christ sponsors a prayer ministry! Give 
us a call! Pager 978-9773. 
Protect yourself against photo radar; for your free 
information package call Allan or Amy at 527-4035. 
Infant care by ECE mom ft/pt days/evenings. 
Near Douglas College. Jan after 6 pm 524-5933. 
/1, \J ceme ts 
The Douglas College Student Society is a great 
hangout for students but it needs input from its mem-
bership. I am looking for interested parties to help 
spruce up the Student Building. If you can paint 
murals or know of a keen way to make the DCSS 
more fun and inviting, please call Darryl Flasch at 
527-5109. 
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